
Newton Elementary School
SS Lesson Plan- Unit 4:5 Studying the past

March 1-5 2021

Teacher - Mrs. Williams
TEKS -1.2A, 1.2B, 1.15A, 1.15B, 1.15C, 1.16B, 1.17A, 1.17B, 1.17C, 1.17D
Objective - TSW Identify the contributions of scientists and inventors such as
Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, and Garrett Morgan.
BellWork-
Resources - Worksheet, IJ, Youtube, Google Classroom
Learning Activities - Students will learn about the impact that scientists and
inventors made in history that have influenced our lives
Key Vocabulary -

Assessments-
Guided/Independent Practice- Through the usage of videos and class discussion
students will be able to identify and understand the contributions of scientists and
inventors such as Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, and Garrett Morgan
Exit Ticket- How many patents does Thomas Edison hold?
Key Questions- Why did Alexander Graham Bell invent the telephone?
What invention did Garrett Morgan use to save men that were trapped?
What special code did Thomas Edison invent?

Week at a Glance
March 1-5 2021

SOCIAL STUDIES
Monday- https://jr.brainpop.com/socialstudies/biographies/alexandergrahambell/

Alexander Graham Bell – inventor of the telephone (1876 patent). His mother and his wife, both of
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whom were deaf, inspired his research on hearing and speech. Led to the development of the
telephone, as well as many techniques for teaching the deaf. Founded the Bell Telephone Company.
Held 18 patents of his own and 12 with collaborators, including improvements to the phonograph.

Tuesday- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FB3dCGSSkQw

Thomas Edison – primarily known for his invention of the incandescent electric light bulb which
soon replaced gaslight. Holder of more than 1,000 patents, many related to mass communications
and telecommunications. He also invented the motion picture camera and phonograph, a stock
ticker, a mechanical vote recorder, a battery for an electric car, and recorded music. Originated the
concept and implementation of electric-power generation and distribution systems that delivered
electricity to homes and businesses, forming Edison General Electric in 1890.

Wednesday- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iywQhsOX3uk

Garrett Morgan – inventor and businessman who invented many safety and lifesaving devices,
including a gas mask and smoke protector, as well as one of the first U.S. patents for a traffic signal
(1923, Cincinnati). He used his gas mask to rescue 32 men trapped during an explosion in a tunnel
250 feet below Lake Erie. His Safety Hood and Smoke Protector won a gold medal from the
International Association of Fire Chiefs. Son of former enslaved people, born in 1877.
DG-Traffic Light Craft

Thursday- DG- Famous Inventor Book
Go over the inventors studied this week and reflect on what you’ve learned

Friday- Inventors Quiz
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